
 

Year 7 ARTIST RESEARCH –Michael  Craig Martin. 

        
 Collect information and images about the artist and his work (dates/ nationality etc) 

 In your own words describe one of his this paintings  (the use of colours and the objects used). 

 What medium has the artist used? 

 How big is the painting? 

 What formal elements are evident in this work and how have they been used (line, colour, texture, form, 

pattern). 

 Where has the work been exhibited? 

 Do you like or dislike the painting? Say why. 

 Explain the links to your own work in class and how this work could influence your final painting?(colour, objects 

used etc). 

This needs to be spread over 2 pages of your sketchbook or on 2 A4 pieces of paper. 

Think about presentation and how it will look.  

Write out everything by hand. 

 

 

Year 8. 

 Students to take a photo from their bedroom window, 

or photo’s of the area where they live.  

 Consider the artist research you have been doing so 

the photo’s link. 

 Use this photo on your phone and draw your image 

onto A4 paper using pencil. 

 Add colour using either paint, coloured pencil, 

coloured pens. 

Consider the use of colours you have been using in class 

when painting – Fauvist work, complementary colours, 
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Year 9. 

In class you have now begin developing your own ideas. You 

have gathered information and images to use as reference and to 

inspire your own work. 

At home I want you to develop you work using what materials you 

have.  

These will be sketches, paintings etc which will add to your final 

pieces. 

Build on investigations and experiments which will influence your 

idea in class. 

I have put a file of images on the network in S Drive/ students 

resources/Art/Year 9/Mr Atkinson/Human Machine Reference. 

 

Year 10 Photography. 

Students to carry on developing work using your finished 

Location Photoshop work. Remember you can all log into 

Photoshop at home which I hope you all have already done. 

 Consider billboards,where could the poster be displayed/ 

shops/café/items linked /clothing. 

 Try on think about producing/designing a specific range of 

items that can promote your location. 

Save everything as a JPEG so you can print them out when you 

return.   Email your images as JPEGs to me please. 

 

 

 

 



Y11  GCSE  Photography  Exam. 

All students have been given feedback on their exam work 

via their PowerPoint. 

Students should be acting on this advice to develop their 

work. 

Last week I gave out information about reviewing your 

trail pieces and how to move this forward in preparation 

for the controlled 2 day exam. 

I have attached this slide. 

 

 

 


